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A BSTRACT
Creating animations can be a tedious and complicated process. The
traditional way of animating with keyframes challenges beginners
with a steep learning curve. In research, different approaches have
been evaluated to make animation creation more accessible. However, most of the research was focused on 2D animations [8] [2]
and solutions for 3D animations lacked a streamlined workflow [13].
The proposed solution, AnimationVR, uses the virtual reality system
HTC Vive to enable the user to animate characters and objects directly in 3D space with the help of the 6-DoF HTC Vive controllers.
In comparison to traditional keyframe-based methods, users create animations by acting them out with the puppeteering technique.
AnimationVR is written as a plugin for the Unity engine and can,
therefore, be easily integrated into already existing Unity projects.
The plugin was evaluated with four animation experts. The consensus was that AnimationVR accelerates the workflow while reducing the precision of the animation. In professional environments,
this tradeoff leads to use cases as animation prototyping, storyboarding, and previsualization. For beginners, AnimationVR offers an
easy introduction to animating and could further be used for semiprofessional animation creation.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interactive systems and tools—User interface
programming
1 I NTRODUCTION
Animation creation is prevalent in many different domains as film,
video games, and education. Traditionally drawn 2D animations
laid the foundation for many techniques and terms that are used
in different areas of the animation industry today. The keyframe
workflow is an essential part of 3D animation creation. However,
creating animations with the keyframe workflow can be complicated
and tedious. This limitation is a problem for both beginners and
professionals. Beginners struggle with creating believable animations, and professionals need to fall back to traditional storyboards
for pitching or brainstorming animation ideas. In research, different
solutions allow beginners to easily create simple 2D animations in
real-time by using input devices like a mouse or a pen [2]. However,
the used input devices for 3D animations like the Microsoft Kinect
with audio input lack fast navigation controls, which can lead to
a low workflow speed. The referenced work is discussed in more
detail in section 2. Furthermore, contemporary solutions that were
published during the development of the plugin are compared in
section 6.
The advancement and spread of virtual reality head-mounted
displays with controllers make finding a solution for animating on
those systems more and more interesting. The surge of animation
solutions during the development of the plugin supports this argument (see section 6). The proposed solution of this paper is a plugin
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called AnimationVR that utilizes the versatility of contemporary VR
systems. AnimationVR supports an alternative workflow based on
the puppeteering animation technique that allows beginners to easily
create animations, and for professionals to quickly create animated
storyboards or previsualizations. The used VR system HTC Vive
enables 6DoF room-sized tracking for the HMD and both controllers.
The system gives the user freedom to review and interact with the created animations from different perspectives. The navigation through
the scene is further supported by the depth perception enabled by the
stereoscopic view of the HMD. The 6DoF controllers enable the user
to puppeteer the animatable objects in the scene. The recorded realtime puppeteering increases the animation creation speed, while still
allowing to create more complex animations by layering recordings
of different objects. The controller menus are further designed to
support a fast workflow without exiting VR. AnimationVR is trading
a faster creation speed for less precise animations. However, the
experiments for K-Sketch support that using hand motions results
in better animations with less experience [2]. The learning curve of
keyframe-based animation creation is steeper but gives the animator
more possibilities and freedom in animating. As supported by the
opinions in the expert interviews (see section 5), the fast creation
speed of AnimationVR makes it useful for creating storyboards.
AnimationVR is built in and for Unity. The reasoning behind
choosing Unity was the broad support for different VR tools. This
makes the tool useful for VR stories as the animator can create
storyboards directly in VR. Furthermore, the integration of Unity
and its timeline allow the user to easily switch between the virtual
reality and monitor workflow.
1.1 Difference to Motion Capture
Another widespread animation recording technology are motion
capture systems like Optitrack. One might argue that the proposed
solution is just a simplified motion capture system with two tracking
points. However, there are vast differences in the use cases, cost,
and workflow for both approaches. For example, high-end motion
capture systems are quite expensive in comparison to VR systems
and are specialized for one use case: recording production-ready
character animations. Also, the motion capture workflow typically
requires more than one person: at least one to perform and one to
record, review, and edit the animations. In contrast, AnimationVR
can be used by a single user without exiting the system. Furthermore, the tracked controllers with their trackpads allow for multiple
easy-to-access commands and can act as a pointer for classical 2D
interfaces in VR. Additionally, inverse kinematics can be used to
simulate motion captured character animations. However, the animations recorded in AnimationVR are not meant for final production
in professional settings. The main use cases for AnimationVR are
animated storyboards and semi-professional animation creation.

2 R ELATED WORK
This section discusses the scientific works AnimationVR was based
on and inspired by. Additionally, other similar works are discussed
in section 6.
2.1 2D animation approaches
2D animations are created and viewed in the same medium. However, correctly timing the animations with keyframes and animation
curves can still be challenging - especially for beginners. The 2D
animation software K-Sketch by Davis et al. [2] tries to simplify
animating by directly recording the mouse or pen movement of the
user. The resulting motion path is then used to animate the selected
2D sprite. K-Sketch also supports animating the rotation and scaling
of 2D sprites. Similar to AnimationVR, experts showed interest in
using K-Sketch for prototyping animations. For beginners, the ease
of use and learnability are the main advantages in comparison to
traditional animation software.
ToonTastic by Russell et al. [8] also simplifies animating by
directly recording the motion path of the pen, mouse, or finger. In
contrast to K-Sketch, ToonTastic focuses entierly on the beginners.
Therefore, the software only supports simple operations as recording
the translation, rotation, and scaling of built-in characters in premade
scenes.
2.2 3D animation approaches
Traditional animation tools that are based on the keyframe animation
technique are mostly used with normal 2DoF mouses on 2D screens.
In the case of 3D animations, the control of the scene is more complicated as the animator has to adjust the viewport and correctly
interpret the perspective distortion. The 3D workflow in traditional
animation software is therefore highly dependent on keyboard shortcuts to compensate for the missing dimension in the creation medium.
This limitation does not only slow down professional animators but
also raises the entry barrier for beginners.
The ’Animation Loop Station’ by Walther-Franks et al. [13] tries
to simplify 3D animation creation by using the Microsoft Kinect to
record the skeleton movement of the user. The workflow of the software is inspired by that of musical loop stations. However, instead
of recording music, the user can record and layer his movements and
directly apply them to a 3D character. The animation loop station
supports two different modes: performer mode and puppeteer mode.
The performer mode allows the user to become a 3D character similar to traditional motion capture. In the puppeteer mode, the
user can record interactions with characters or objects from the third
person perspective.
The goal of facilitating the animation process is similar for both
the animation loop station and AnimationVR. However, the use
cases are different as the full body motion tracking of the animation
loop station allows for quickly creating character animations, while
the 6DoF controller supported workflow of AnimationVR is focused
on increasing the workflow speed for all kinds of 3D objects. In
comparison the AnimationVR, the animation loop station is limited by the speech interface as it only allows for simple commands
as record, play, and undo. Therefore, the user has to switch back
to the desktop workflow for viewport navigation or timeline editing. Also, the animation loop station is still used with a traditional,
stationary 2D monitor, which can make it difficult to correctly act
out interactions between characters. Furthermore, the occlusion
of the hands when turning away from the Microsoft Kinect limits
the possible animation scenarios. AnimationVR circumvents these
limitations by using the room-sized 3D tracking, 6DoF controllers,
and stereoscopic HMD of the HTC Vive VR system.

3

S YSTEM OVERVIEW

AnimationVR is written as a plugin for the game engine Unity. New
or existing projects can be animated with AnimationVR by adding
the AnimationVR object to the scene and marking every object
that needs to be animated with a script. Also, the HTC Vive and
its controllers need to be connected before entering the Unity play
mode. The AnimationVR components spawn automatically around
the user after entering play mode. Figure 1 shows a user animating
a robot with AnimationVR by puppeteering its movements with the
controller.

Figure 1: A user animating in an example scene in AnimationVR.

The controllers’ UX design is an important part of AnimationVR
as they are the main interaction devices of the plugin. The controllers
help to achieve an uninterrupted animation workflow in virtual reality. Nevertheless, the direct integration of the Unity timeline into
AnimationVR enables the user to edit animations created with AnimationVR in the Unity desktop editor. Figure 2 gives an overview of
the controllers’ functionality. The trigger buttons of the controllers
are used for grabbing and animating objects in the scene. The touchpads of the controllers are used for easy-access commands. The user
can control the playback and record mode with the right controller
and undo or scrub through animations with the left controller. To
animate an object, the user has to press the record button, and after
grabbing an animatable object the recording of the movements are
recorded into an animation clip. The controller features allow the
user to be more focussed on the animating process when there is
no need to interact with more sophisticated editing tools like the
timeline.

Figure 2: The function layout of the left and right controller. The functions on the back are identical for both controllers and are therefore
only shown once.

The AnimationVR timeline (see Figure 3) is based on the one of
Unity. However, it is a simplified version as many high precision
features like single frame step controls are not needed in a workflow
without keyframes. The focus lies on the animation clips themselves
which are created by moving and recording animatable objects. The
animation clips are automatically assigned to the animation track of
the animated object. Also, the animation tracks are automatically

sorted hierarchically for local and root objects which helps with
layering animations of the same character or object. The timeline
allows the user to move, smooth, scale, and delete animation clips
without leaving VR. Another useful feature is the playback and
recording speed setting in the settings menu of the timeline. For example, the feature can be used to reduce the playback and recording
speed which enables the user to animate in slow motion and time
fast interactions between objects more easily. The user interacts with
the timeline by using a 2D pointer that spawns when pointing at the
timeline with the controller. The reasoning behind a 2D interaction
is that it allows the user to position the timeline further away. Also,
there is no advantage of native VR interaction as the design of the
timeline is not using the third dimension. It would therefore only
increase the amount of movement for a possibly slightly improved
precision [6].

Figure 5: The rotation and scaling gizmos on the local representation
table.

4 T ECHNICAL D ETAILS
Three important technical parts of AnimationVR are the Unity Timeline, the used IK plugin, and the smoothing of animation paths.

Figure 3: The AnimationVR timeline labeled and divided into different
panels.

Another component of AnimationVR is the local representation
table shown in Figure 4. The local representation table copies the
selected object and freezes its root transformation while the position
and rotation of the local objects are synchronized between representation and original. This feature allows the user to animate local
objects independently from the root animation. For deeper hierarchies, the user can also freeze the transformation of a local object by
using the ’Add new representation’ button. The local representation
table can also be used to animate a character from the first person
perspective by scaling the representation and positioning the table
on the ground. Furthermore, the two buttons on the right side allow
the user to spawn gizmos for rotating and scaling the object around
the x-, y- and z-axis, as shown in Figure 5. The local representation
table is similar to the world in miniature metaphor [12], where a
miniature of the scene was held in the user’s hand and manipulation
of the miniature proxies resulted in a manipulation of the actual
virtual environment.

4.1 Unity Timeline Integration
The Unity Timeline was introduced in the 2017.1 Unity version and
enables users to easily align animation clips without scripting the behavior. The AnimationVR timeline is a VR representation of Unity’s
timeline; this allows users to switch between the AnimationVR Editor and the Unity Editor without reassigning the animation clips.
Small changes in the alignment of animation clips in the timeline
can therefore also be adjusted after exiting the VR workflow. Figure
6 shows a comparison of the same data on the AnimationVR and
Unity timeline.

Figure 6: Side by side comparison of the AnimationVR and Unity
timeline.

The modularity of Unity’s timeline facilitates the integration of
additional plugins and features. For example, the created recording
with the virtual camera can be exported as a video file by using a
plugin for exporting timeline animations.
4.2 Inverse Kinematics
AnimationVR currently uses the IK plugin BioIK which resulted
from the research of applying genetic algorithms to the problem
of inverse kinematics by Sebastian Starke et al. [11]. BioIK is not
a part of AnimationVR and can be interchanged with any other
IK solution. However, the versatility of BioIK makes it useful for
this application case as it allows to calculate inverse kinematics on
any given object hierarchy. Using AnimationVR with an IK plugin
enables the creation of more complex animations as it reduces the
number of objects that need to be animated.

Figure 4: The Local Representation Table with labeled components.

To extend AnimationVR’s use cases, a virtual camera has been implemented after the expert interview. The virtual camera is discussed
in more detail in section 5.

4.3 Smoothing & Speed Scaling
The smoothing function can be adjusted for every animation clip in
the inspector tab. The smoothing factor ranges from 0.0 to infinity.
After increasing the smooth factor, the smooth effect is applied to the
whole animation clip that is selected. The smoothing algorithm is
based on exponential smoothing [3]. The problem with the standard
exponential smoothing algorithm for existing animation clips is that

it changes the endpoint of the animation when applied with a high
smoothing factor. However, the intended behavior of an extreme
smoothing factor was a straight line from the start to the end point of
the animation. This behavior can be used for mechanical animations
like a car driving on the street. Therefore, the smoothing function in
AnimationVR uses two passes of exponential smoothing: from start
to end and from end to start. The results are averaged with a weight
depending on the relative distance from the initial point of the pass
to the end point of the pass. The smoothing function is separately
applied to the keyframes of every animation curve of the translation
and rotation data.

Figure 7: The same animation path of a recorded cat animation with
two different smoothing factors applied.

The result of the smoothing algorithm on an exaggerated movement is shown in Figure 7. The weight of 1.0 at the end and start
point ensures that the animation clip does not shrink to a point. The
smoothing algorithm automatically saves the changes to the animation clip that is saved in the Unity folder. To support undo for
smoothing and speed scaling, a copy of the original animation clip
is saved internally.
Speed scaling is implemented similarly to the smoothing algorithm. Even though Unity offers a built-in speed scale adjustment in
the timeline, AnimationVR edits the animation data internally. This
internal adjustment allows the user to use the animation data outside
of the Unity Timeline without manually editing the speed scale. The
speed scale is implemented by iterating over every keyframe of the
animation data and multiplying it by the speed factor. Another way
to change the speed of animations is by changing the playback and
recording speed. AnimationVR adjusts the internal Unity clock to
achieve the slow motion or speed up effect on the playback and
recording of the animation clips.
5 E XPERT I NTERVIEWS
AnimationVR was evaluated with four 3D animation experts. The
goals of the expert interview were to determine the use cases, to
identify problems, and to discuss new features for future versions.
The evaluation was structured in three parts: an introduction, a
testing phase, and a semi-structured interview. In the introduction,
AnimationVR and its features were explained. This explanation
was needed to reduce learning time, as three of the experts have
never used a VR system before. After the short introduction, the
experts were free to use the plugin in an example scene. They were
also asked to think aloud while using AnimationVR to increase the
understanding of their actions. The testing phase lasted for about
25 minutes on average. Afterwards, the experts were interviewed
for about 25 minutes on average. The semi-structured interview
was divided into five topics: the expert’s animation experience,
comparison to other animation software, features, user interface, and
virtual reality & animation.
The experts have had about 11 years of experience in the animation industry on average. The main focus has been on 3D character
animation and motion graphics. The experts used animation software
like Autodesk Maya, Cinema4D, and Adobe After Effects.

5.1 Insights and Ideas
In the interviews, the experts showed interest in AnimationVR as an
animation prototyping tool. Therefore, the suggested features like
the virtual camera are focused on improving storyboard creation and
further increasing the workflow speed. The testing phase also helped
in identifying interaction problems that are discussed in 5.1.2.
5.1.1 Virtual Camera
An important part of animated movies that are viewed on traditional
screens is the framing of the shot and the movement of the camera.
Therefore, one of the experts suggested implementing a virtual camera in AnimationVR which would allow users to create storyboards
or previsualizations for non-VR movies. The virtual camera was
added to AnimationVR in a first revision of the plugin. As shown in
Figure 8, the image of the camera is directly rendered on the camera
display. The camera can be manipulated and animated as the other
animatable objects in the scene. Additionally, the camera includes
a zoom rig at the bottom which allows to animate the focal range
by adjusting the distance of the zoom rig handle from oneself. This
feature allows the user to animate both the camera position and zoom
simultaneously. The reasoning behind using a zoom rig instead of a
virtual zoom lens, was the limited rotation range with the controller
- especially when standing still. The camera recording can also be
exported as a video file with an additional plugin. Following suggestions from the experts, we include the camera-in-hand metaphor [14]
as a way not to travel through the environment, but to animate a
camera movement. While recording the camera movement may
not be suitable for scenes which are meant to be experiences in an
immersive way with HMDs due to cybersickness concerns [4], for
less immersive outputs the results could be comparable to traditional
camera handling.

Figure 8: The virtual camera for recording created animations.

5.1.2 Interaction Problems
Two main problems the experts noticed were fixed in the first revision of AnimationVR. The first problem being the confusion about
whether the current state is recording or not. As shown in Figure
9, the solution to this problem was adding more salient visual cues
on the controller and the timeline. The other problem was that the
experts often did not notice the timeline playing after completing an
animation. This problem was caused by the timeline not being in
the field of view at all time. The solution was to stop the animation
at the last animation clip.
5.1.3 Interaction Ideas
The behavior of the record button was discussed in detail with the
experts. As explained by one of the experts, the current record button
interaction is useful for animating as the record mode automatically
stops after releasing the trigger button. Also, the created animation
is played back after exiting record mode. One expert suggested to
not stop the record mode and playback after releasing the trigger.
This mode may lead to a faster workflow but could also make it
more difficult to correctly time animations. Another possible option

Figure 9: Improved visual cues on the timeline and the controller
menu after enabling the record mode.

would be to only stop the playback and not the recording. The user
could then use the scrub buttons to select the starting position for
the next recording.
5.1.4 Virtual Reality & Animation - Use Cases
The experts saw the main advantage of using virtual reality for
animating in the accelerated workflow, ease of use, and improved
navigation of the viewport. However, AnimationVR trades precision
for more workflow speed by using the puppeteering technique. In
professional environments, this tradeoff makes the plugin useful
for creating storyboards and previsualizations. The ease of use of
the puppeteering technique could also improve the communication
between animators and non-animators in bigger teams. For example,
a director could edit the animation previsualization without having to
learn a sophisticated animation program. AnimationVR is especially
useful for creating storyboards for VR movies as the animators
instantly review the animations in the correct medium.
For beginners, the ease of use of AnimationVR and the puppeteering technique could allow for creating animations with little
to no learning time. The quality of the animations could also be
sufficient for domains that care about the content and less about
the visual fidelity. For example, small developer teams could use
AnimationVR for the initial animations of their game and refine
important animations later on with traditional animation tools.
5.1.5 Animation Path Toolbox Prototype
The puppeteering animation technique takes away some control from
the animator in comparison to animating with keyframes. Two of
the experts, therefore, suggested an editing tool for the animation
paths. A prototype of the animation path editor toolbox is shown in
Figure 10. It would allow the user to fix recorded animations instead
of trying to re-record them. The prototype design currently includes
four editing tools: move, deform, smooth, and destroy. The move
tool would enable the user to reposition the animation path. To move
single points in the animation path itself, the user can use the deform
tool. In the current version of AnimationVR, the user can already
smooth whole animation clips. However, often the smoothing is only
needed in particular areas of the animation. The smoothing tool from
the animation path editor would allow for that selected smoothing of
the animation path. Finally, the destroy tool is designed for cutting
and removing parts of the animation clip.
6 C OMPARISON WITH OTHER VR A NIMATION S OFTWARE
During the development of AnimationVR different other animation
solutions for virtual reality have been released. This section discusses some of those solutions and compares their use cases to those
of AnimationVR.
6.1 Limitless VR Creative Environment
The Limitless VR Creative Environment [9] is a tool for creating virtual reality experiences directly in VR. The UX is entirely VR native
in contrast to AnimationVR, which includes 2D UI panels like the

Figure 10: The toolbox prototype for editing animation paths in AnimationVR.

timeline. The Limitless VR Creative Environment has three different
modes. In the first mode, the user can edit the scene from above by
repositioning objects or animating their global path. The animation
of the global path is done similarly to AnimationVR. However, the
user has more possibilities in editing the path by dragging its points
around the scene [10]. Furthermore, the Limitless VR Creative Environment allows users to set trigger points to trigger different local
animations or other behaviors in the scene. Local animations can
be created in a separate mode. The local animation mode allows
the user to animate humanoid characters with a keyframe-based
workflow. This mode can be compared to the representation table of
AnimationVR. However, AnimationVR uses real-time puppeteering
for both global and local animations. The virtual reality experience created with the Limitless VR Creative Environment can be
directly played inside the tool in a separate mode. In contrast to
AnimationVR, the Limitless VR Creative Environment is focused
on delivering production ready VR experiences directly from the
tool.
6.2

Penrose Maestro & Dollhouse

Maestro is an in-house animation review tool made by Penrose Studios [1]. The tool is developed as an Unreal Engine plugin and
allows multiple users to simultaneously review the same scene in
VR over the internet [5]. The plugin supports various animation
playback commands and has an integrated drawing tool to improve
the communication between users. Additionally, the drawings can
be exported as 3D models. The animators can use the 3D drawings
in their animation software as layout frames. Penrose Studios also
mentioned the animation tool Dollhouse in their SIGGRAPH’17
paper [1]. The goal behind Dollhouse is to completely transfer the
animation workflow into virtual reality. In comparison to AnimationVR, Dollhouse uses the traditional keyframe approach to animate
objects. Nevertheless, the multi-user approach from Maestro would
be an interesting addition to AnimationVR.
6.3

Mindshow

Mindshow is an animation application for creating stories in VR [7].
In contrast to AnimationVR, Mindshow is a standalone animation
application. Therefore, the app already includes different environments, characters, and objects the user can place in the scene. After
creating a scene, the user can animate the characters by selecting
them with the ’Hop in’ function. The ’Hop in’ function maps the
head and arms of the character to the HMD and controllers of the
user. Additionally, the voice of the user animates the mouth of the
character, and the facial expression can be changed with the right
controller. Furthermore, the legs are animated automatically when
moving around. The recording starts after pressing the record button.
Currently, the record mode can be stopped manually by clicking the
button again or alternatively the recording automatically stops after
30 seconds. In the record mode, physics supported interactions with
other objects are recorded as well. In comparison to AnimationVR,
the timeline is kept very simple and only supports play/pause and
back to start. These functions are sufficient enough for the use case

of Mindshow as only three characters can be animated simultaneously for one scene. The animated scene can be either saved and
shared as a VR experience in Mindshow or exported as a 2D video
by using the camera feature. The latter feature could be of great
use for AnimationVR as currently, the user would have to install
a separate plugin to extract the video from the camera. Also, the
’Hop in’ function would be an interesting addition to AnimationVR.
Currently, this function can be only simulated for the hands with the
representation table. In Mindshow, the user can also enable a ghost
replication of his character in the ’Hop in’ mode. The ghost follows
the view direction of the user and acts as a mirror for the character
the user animates. This feature allows the user to directly review the
movements of the character.
Even though both Mindshow and AnimationVR utilize the advantages of virtual reality systems to simplify animating, the use cases
and targeted users differ. Mindshow targets the casual VR user and
enables them to create and share animated stories. AnimationVR,
however, targets Unity users that want to either create simple animations for their application or use the tool for creating animated
storyboards.
7 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the potential of animating in virtual reality has been
showcased. The developed Unity plugin AnimationVR enables users
to record animations directly in virtual reality. In contrast to traditional animation software, animations are created by puppeteering
objects instead of using keyframes which can be tedious to work
with. The room-sized 3D tracking of the HTC Vive VR system
allows for using this real-time puppeteering technique. The controllers of the HTC Vive can be used to interact with objects in 3D
space and further facilitate the workflow with the controller menu.
Also, the right controller acts as a UI pointer when interacting with
the timeline. The AnimationVR timeline enables the user to edit
the recorded animation clips without interrupting the VR workflow.
Furthermore, the local representation table facilitates the layering
of local animations by fixating the root transform of the selected
object.
The plugin was evaluated with four animation experts. The consensus was that AnimationVR improves the workflow speed with the
cost of decreasing animation precision in comparison to traditional
animation software. This trade-off makes AnimationVR suitable as
a storyboard creation tool in professional settings. For instance, it
can be used for pitching or brainstorming animation ideas. Furthermore, the tool could be interesting for creators that develop animated
experiences for VR. In that case, AnimationVR avoids the disconnect between creation medium and experience medium. Also, the
ease of use of the real-time puppeteering animation technique could
enable beginners to create believable animations in less time. Furthermore, AnimationVR should not be seen as a simplified motion
capture system as both approaches have different use cases. Motion
capture systems are specialized for recording production-ready character animations, while AnimationVR’s focus lies on providing an
easy-to-use animation prototyping workflow in virtual reality.
The expert interviews led to new ideas for AnimationVR. Some
of those ideas were implemented between the expert interviews. For
example, the added virtual camera improves storyboard creation for
3D animations that are viewed on traditional screens. The animator
can frame shots and simulate hand-held camera movement directly
in VR. Also, smaller changes like adding buttons on the controller to
scrub through the timeline increased workflow speed by decreasing
the dependence on the timeline. Furthermore, a toolbox for editing
animation curves is planned for the next version. This feature would
allow the user to adjust animations with different tools instead of
completely re-recording them.

7.1 Future Work
In future work, the difference in learnability between keyframebased and real-time puppeteering techniques in virtual reality could
be evaluated. Furthermore, research in simultaneous multi-user
animating would be of great interest for animation studios as it
could simplify the communication between team members. For
AnimationVR, the integration of physics could further increase the
workflow speed for specific animation scenarios. Additionally, this
feature would improve the quality of the animations with no additional effort by the user.
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